ODYSSEY OF THE MIND® TEAM MEMBER CONTRACT
Long-Term Problem ___________________________________________ Division ______________________
Membership Name ____________________________________________ Membership # _________________
City _______________________________________ State/Prov. ____________ Country _______________

I, as a team member, know that solving Odyssey of the Mind problems is a great achievement, and that I
am representing my team as well as my family, school and town. I am proud to be a part of the team and want
to make everyone proud of my commitment and creative ideas.
I will read the rules in the current Odyssey of the Mind Program Guide© and the rules for our chosen Long-Term
problem, including problem clarifications. I am aware that the judges must enforce these rules and know that
our solution will be all the better for reading the guide, problem, and clarifications.
I commit to the team by promising to attend practice and competition.
I refuse to accept Outside Assistance or to give it to other teams. This includes posting or viewing videos of
solutions on video sharing websites such as Youtube® until after World Finals as stated in the Program Guide.
I will remain open to accepting my teammate’s ideas and know that teamwork and friendship is an essential
part of Odyssey of the Mind.
I will respect my coach, the judges and other tournament officials and remember that they volunteer their
time to provide me the opportunity to participate in Odyssey of the Mind.
I believe that I should be treated fairly, with respect and kindness, and I will treat all others in the same
manner.
I understand that our performance should be appropriate for all ages and that vulgar language or indecent
actions are not allowed as described in the Odyssey of the Mind Program Guide.
I will follow all local health and safety rules and regulations when practicing and participating in Odyssey of
the Mind.
I will not damage school property, other teams’ materials, or any property that is not my own. I understand
that causing harm or damage to other people or their property will result in appropriate disciplinary action
and fines.
I will do my best to make Odyssey of the Mind a fun and memorable experience filled with the opportunity
to meet new people from around the world and to have fun while learning!
Coach: _________________________________

Team Member ___________________________

Be sure to review this form with the team. It must be filled out and signed by every team
member and kept by the coach. Odyssey officials might request a copy of the signed
forms.

“Odyssey of the Mind
makes learning fun!” ~Coach Al

